In Search of an Ignorant Critic by Signy Lynch
At a panel on diversity and theatre criticism at the Modern Times Stage Company's Beyond Representation symposium in April 2017, three Toronto theatre critics apologetically read passages from reviews that they regretted writing. The general consensus was that they had mischaracterized or somehow misunderstood the works that they were discussing-or, as J. Kelly Nestruck observed, his particular review was "ignorant" (qtd. in Alvarez and Knowles 13). These responses were not planned in advance but were brought in by each critic individually to the surprise of those assembled. The fact that three different critics independently thought to reassess their old work in light of ongoing conversations about representation exemplifies an underlying problem in theatre criticism. As Nikki Shaffeeullah observes in Canadian Theatre Review's recent issue on theatre criticism, the problem is that "mainstream theatre reviews tend to support the status quo of theatre creation" (34), often to the detriment of creators and their audiences. In seeking to address this problem, this article picks up on some discussions featured in this recent CTR issue and pursues a question raised at the Beyond Representation panel: How can cultural difference inform critical practice?
In Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and Reception, Susan Bennett extends Stanley Fish's concept of "interpretive communities" to theatre criticism and highlights how theatre reception is communally shaped by shared beliefs and viewing strategies (42-44). The value judgments stemming from such shared interpretive strategies are based on "horizons of expectation," which measure new productions against both pre-existing works and individual spectators' social expectations (53). Bennett particularly notes that interpretive communities have "inevitably political underpinning[s] and relationship[s] to the dominant ideology" (42). In this model, an interpretive community of theatre critics (say that of Toronto, or of Canada more broadly) is shaped by shared horizons of expectation against which all performance is measured and which cover areas like form, subject matter, and which stories get told. The danger with such shared beliefs is that work can be unconsciously rejected if it diverges from these expectations, sustaining a "low tolerance for artistic risk and cultural difference" (Shaffeeullah 34). Or, as Bennett puts it, interpretive communities of critics "are … not necessarily helpful, either to the companies reviewed or the public seeking their opinions" (42).
One of the main assumptions underlying mainstream criticism is that of a homogeneous audience that reflects the reviewer's experience. Helen Freshwater highlights this problem, noting that critics often anticipate audience members' reactions, and so "discursively produc[e] the audience the critic would like to imagine rather than accurately reflecting the complexity and potential diversity of collective and individual response" (8-9). Canadian interpretive communities of critics are particularly shaped by what charles c. smith describes as the "Western Eurocentric project that still dominates the Canadian (and the North American) stage" (5). In this context, cultural difference can disrupt the homogenizing forces at work in criticism and offer enriching perspectives on performance.
The Beyond Representation panel highlighted the effects of these normative forces when critics (who tend to be overwhelmingly white and often male, coming from privileged backgrounds) encounter unfamiliar performance forms, often based in or inspired by unfamiliar cultural traditions and/or understandings of performance. While the panel discussed ways to offset some of these forms of implicit bias-with useful tips such as "educate yourself " and "be more open" shared (Alvarez and Knowles 13)-I believe a more comprehensive approach is needed to get to the root of the problem. The critics on the panel can be commended for their openness to critical self-reflection. Yet their realizations seemed to be tied more to outside intervention or exposure to differing reception-for one, a long and successful run of the show in question and, for another, being publicly called out on some problematic phrases-than to changes in their approaches to unfamiliar works. These examples demonstrate how-regardless of good intentions-normative forces in criticism prevail unless strongly challenged, and highlight the high probability that more of these reviews exist, as yet unnoticed by their creators.
This state of affairs begs the questions posed by Cahoots Theatre's Artistic Director Marjorie Chan in a 2014 blog post: "[H]ow do we discuss and engage with culturally diverse plays if they come from an aesthetic that we have no experience of? If there is no prior experience of a particular cultural aesthetic, then what vocabulary and what context should be used?" I would expand Chan's questions to think about not just culturally diverse plays but all forms of theatre-including works that experiment with form and medium. While culturally diverse companies are often the most affected by implicit biases (a result of the Eurocentrism of the predominant critical paradigm), Karen Fricker has noted that there is a larger trend of theatre companies feeling misunderstood ctr 175 summer 2018
In Search of an Ignorant Critic | VIEWS AND REVIEWS by critics in Canada ("Going Inside" 52). To productively contest these norms is not just a question of challenging the individual assumptions made by reviewers-for example, by addressing the problematic practice of reviewers reading an artist's marginalized identity as a genre (Shaffeeullah 35)-but of rethinking how reviews themselves are composed.
In The Emancipated Spectator, Jacques Rancière supports the concept of "intellectual emancipation" (10), a belief that everyone-from students to teachers to artists to spectators-has equal capacity for intelligence, though what they know may differ. Rancière uses the example of the "ignorant schoolmaster" to explain why artists shouldn't attempt to "instruct" their audiences. The ignorant schoolmaster "does not teach his pupils his knowledge" (11), but rather encourages pupils to make their own knowledge by translating from what they already know. The consequence of this process is that "from the schoolmaster the pupil learns something that the schoolmaster does not know himself " (13). The schoolmaster's ignorance does not come from ineptitude, but rather signals an open acknowledgement of his own limitations and a respect for his pupils' potential diverging perspectives. I would like to ask, after Rancière, what might it mean to have an ignorant critic-one whose aim would not be to demonstrate her own extensive knowledge or to pass decisive judgment on a piece, but to help audiences find their own interpretations of the performances they watch. I am not seeking an idealized, universal model of criticism that might overcome all markers of difference (nor do I consider such a method possible or desirable), but rather more practically wish to examine how Rancière's ideas might be productively employed toward the correction of some of the existing problems in contemporary criticism. I also don't see the ignorant-critic model as a substitute for individual critics' research into unfamiliar performance forms or the hiring of more diverse critics, but rather as something to be used in conjunction with these methods.
As opposed to current models that ask critics to adopt or assume expertise even when dealing with unfamiliar forms (smith 7), an ignorant-critic approach would ask critics to relinquish their expertise and instead begin their critical inquiry from a place of ignorance. This adopted ignorance should not be confused with Nestruck's self-admitted "ignorant" review mentioned earlier. Whereas Nestruck's ignorance symbolized a failure in a system that asks critics to take on a position of omniscience, Rancière's use of the word accepts the limits of individual knowledge and asks us to seek out and learn from our differences. 'Ignorance' is only a bad word when coupled with a claim to expertise and a lack of desire to learn. An ignorant critic's review would decentre their own authority and accommodate differing perspectives in a single piece, ignoring norms whereby "reviews often blithely ignore the possibility of a range of audience response" (Freshwater 8 
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Along with this, critics might suggest ways audiences can interact with unfamiliar performance pieces/styles. Crucially, an ignorantcritic perspective would acknowledge that "artistic excellence and risk are culturally constructed" (Shaffeeullah 34). What exactly might this type of criticism look like? One possibility can be drawn from Fricker's "At the Theatre with …" series for the Toronto Star. In the series, started in early 2017, Fricker brings both individuals and groups with "specialist perspectives" to see performances. For example, she took a police officer to see the crime thriller Butcher and brought the inspiration for one of its characters to the musical Come from Away. In their current form, these articles-which mix pithy observations, the experiences and opinions of her guests, and background information on both guests and performances-are more a form of humaninterest piece than any sort of review. Despite this, the "At the Theatre with …" series offers some glimpses at what an ignorant critic's review could be.
As a unique approach to theatre coverage, the series draws from Fricker's scholarly work on alternative modes of criticism, such as embedded criticism. Embedded criticism-which Fricker promotes as a pedagogical strategy for theatre studies-involves temporarily placing the critic in the rehearsal hall, and focuses on description and analysis rather than value judgment ("Going Inside" 45). Like the embedded model, the "At the Theatre with …" series does not seek to judge the works it studies, but engages with Fricker's and her accompanying guests' immediate experiences of the performances. For example, Fricker went see to Beautiful: The Carole King Musical with a group of Carole King fans, after having first watched the show from "privileged media seats close to the stage" ("Experiencing Beautiful"). She observes how her new seating with this group at the cheaper mezzanine level affected her viewing of the show, shifting the focus of her experience from the nuances of actress Chilina Kennedy's performance ("That level of detail isn't as discernable from the mezzanine") to the range of songs featured in the show. By writing about how things like the material conditions or the personal histories of audience members can shape reception, Fricker opens up space to accommodate differing opinions and experiences. This in turn might inspire readers to consider how their own experiences affect their engagement with a show and-in considering other perspectives-to develop a fuller understanding of a performance.
To further fit the model of an ignorant critic's review, Fricker's pieces might be adapted to create a model that engages more directly with the performance-makers' goals and the subjective nature of reception-vital considerations when seeking to offset the power of one's own limited horizons of expectation. Perhaps Fricker might also highlight moments where disagreements or diverging interpretations arose between herself and other audience members. In such an effort, it would be important to collaborate with or feature the opinions of individuals with diverse experiences and perspectives (particularly if the reviewer hails from a more mainstream or privileged background) lest these reviews merely come to replicate the mainstream. In this way, the work of the ignorant critic would follow Shaffeeullah's suggestion that culturally responsive, inclusive theatre criticism should take its cue from culturally responsive, inclusive theatre (35).
My thoughts in this short article engage with broad questions about the purpose and objectives of theatre criticism. My understanding of 'criticism' seeks to reclaim the term, moving from the judgment it often connotes in the context of professional arts criticism to the way it is often used in academic settings, implying a deep engagement and attempt to reckon with something. I have no doubt that there will be objections raised to this approach. The reviews of an ignorant critic may be rejected by newspapers that hire professional critics and leverage star systems and value-based language to meet targeted readership goals. Even theatre companies may reject this model, particularly those that rely on stars as concrete measures of value for marketing. Regardless of these challenges, in order to move forward I think it is important to envision the possibilities-to consider what a new kind of criticism might look like. The status of professional newspaper-based criticism is currently uncertain, with the National Post's recent decision to stop publishing theatre reviews and with newspapers scaling back the size of their print editions. If, as Michelle MacArthur suggests in her introduction to CTR's issue on theatre criticism, much critical responsibility may soon fall to the academy and the blogosphere, then I hope these conversations might be continued there.
